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Editor’s note:
The one about the redesign
Eric Long | editor-in-chief
You hold in your hands the new age of EWU journalism. I am so excited to present this new layout to the EWU and 
surrounding communities. Some may notice this new layout is out 
later than I said before; as it turns out, overhauling the previous 
design took longer than I hoped. But this extra time made the 
transition so much easier and I am thankful to say it is done.
None of this could have happened without the brilliant mind 
of William Hayden. As a page designer last year, I was impressed 
with what he brought to The Easterner, so I asked him to come 
back to do the redesign. 
He impressed me even more. Every idea he had made me more 
excited to present this to Eastern. Even through frustrations, he 
worked hard and he came through.
Each week our readers can look forward to great art and photos, 
extensive sports coverage, reviews, “What’s the Deal?!,” coverage 
of campus events and current news, and more—and it will all be 
packaged in a modern way that is fun to read.
I want this new layout to be something EWU can be proud of. 
When students pick this paper up, I want them to be proud it was 
produced at their school. If there is something The Easterner is 
not doing right, I encourage readers to voice their concerns. Write 
in or stop by the newsroom in 102 Isle Hall and talk with us. Help 
us be a great resource for Eastern. This is your paper, EWU; I 
hope you enjoy it and love it as much as my staff and I love put-
ting it together each week.
Contents
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Our Mission: The mission of The Easterner is to inform the students, faculty, 
staff and nearby residents of Eastern Washington University of the governance, 
activities and views of the campus while providing a learning environment for 
students interested in journalism and related fields. Our main goal is to publish 
high-quality news content to the community of Eastern Washington University. 
Circulation: The Easterner publishes a weekly print version as well as web 
content during the week http://www.easterneronline.com. The Easterner is 
distributed throughout the Cheney campus and business district as well as 
Riverpoint and various Spokane businesses. If you would like The Easterner to be 
distributed at your business call the Advertising Department at 509-359-7010.
Address | The Easterner EWU, Isle Hall 102 Cheney, WA 99004 
News Line | tip: (509) 359-6270 — general office: (509) 359-6737 
Advertising | call: (509) 359-6270 — fax: (509) 359-6737
Resident Assistant
Applications are now being accepted for Resident Assistants at Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute for the next 
Spring semester starting Feb. 2016. Free room and board, plus salary. Work and live with Japanese college 
students. Applicants must be female, currently attending an area college, and able to demonstrate strong 
leadership skills and an interest in other cultures. 
Detailed job description at www.mfwi.edu/employment or  
call (509) 328-2971, ext. 210.
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Mechanical engineering student and EWU senior Jared Mauldin submitted a letter to the editor that 
was published in The Easterner on Sept. 30; 
within a few days a picture of the letter was 
shared and liked tens of thousands of times 
on social media. 
Mauldin’s 254-word letter to the women 
in his engineering classes began with: “While 
it is my intention in every other interaction 
I share with you to treat you as my peer, let 
me deviate to say that you and I are in fact 
unequal.” He then highlighted several sexist 
injustices he has seen women face in STEM 
programs throughout his experiences and 
concluded: “So, you and I cannot be equal. You 
have already conquered far more to be in this 
field than I will ever face.”
Mauldin’s Facebook inbox began to overflow 
with messages and friend requests from 
people around the world. He was asked for 
interviews by Today, The Huffington Post, Ms. 
Magazine and more. This amount of attention 
was unusual for Mauldin, who said, “I’m an 
introvert, so most people, besides a few teachers, 
don’t know my name.” 
Until now. 
Mauldin said Holly Jeanneret, a girl he 
had Calculus 1 with, really impacted him. 
He quickly realized that she was consistently 
better at math than he was, despite the 
fact that he had considerable skills himself. 
However, when other men in the class were 
looking for a partner, they would often 
overlook her. If they did partner with her, they 
talked over her. If she had a different answer, 
they often jumped to the conclusion that she 
was wrong, according to Mauldin.
Mauldin said it was not just Holly; he has 
noticed this behavior in many classes since.
He was also married to a feminist for ten 
years and said, “Over time she helped me to 
understand the subtle comments that add up to 
a net social push. Once you see it, you see how 
often it really happens, and you can’t take up a 
position of ignorance anymore.”
Mauldin said he hopes this attention will 
make men realize this is something worth 
standing up for. “You can acknowledge privilege 
without diminishing what you’ve accomplished,” 
said Mauldin. He also said he believes more men 
share this point of view than actually talk about it. 
Erin Williams, one of Mauldin’s female 
classmates, said in an interview with Aaron 
Luna for KXLY, “I’m one of three females in 
all of my classes.”
One of Mauldin’s personal favorite 
responses was from a teacher at a conserva-
tive school in Pakistan who said his female 
students love science and are putting Mauldin 
on their wall of heroes; another is a woman 
with a biomechanical degree who shared with 
Mauldin the struggle she faced with a dad 
and cousin who frequently told her girls just 
do not belong in engineering.
Mauldin admits the idea is nothing new. 
“Women have been talking about this forever 
and nobody listens — a guy stands up and 
says something and suddenly everybody is 
paying attention.”
NewsTHE EASTERNERstaff listAdvertising Manager
Colton Weiks - 509-359-7010 
advertising@ewu.edu
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Jared Mauldin in the engineering room of the CSS building | Photo’s by Melanie Flint
Letter to the editor goes viral
An engineering student with more on his mind than just his studies
By Lelia Thatcher | staff writer
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Real Beauty Week 2015 kicked off 
with students writing their insecurities 
down on a plate and throwing them in 
the trash. This event was called “Write 
it Down, Let it Go” and was held in 
the Campus Mall on Oct. 19.
Beauty Week is put on by 
Student Activities, Involvement and 
Leadership and Eagle Entertainment. 
The goal is to help everyone involved 
build self-confidence and improve how 
they view themselves.
Jessica Walker, EWU junior and 
SAIL Program Specialist and Office 
Aide, was working the Write it Down, 
Let it Go event and said that Beauty 
Week is her favorite event they do all 
year. Students wrote down anything 
from classes they were struggling with 
to appearance issues they battle with 
on a daily basis. Some plates were 
filled up entirely, while others had just 
a few words.
“I think this kind of stuff is 
wonderful. We need to have these 
kinds of conversations in our society,” 
said EWU senior Avery Anderson. 
She said it is a good way for people to 
do something for themselves anony-
mously. “It gives everyone a little bit of 
something that could help,” she said.
“I think it’s a good stress reliever, 
a good thing to let go of. Being able to 
smash it physically helps you smash 
it mentally,” said Taylor Eoff, an 
EWU student. “You don’t have to tell 
anyone, you can just write it down for 
yourself and do it for yourself.”
Walker said they started with 100 
plates and by noon a good majority of 
them were gone.
For Beauty Week, events will 
be put on throughout the week, 
ending on Thursday Oct. 22 with the 
“Dear World” event. There will be a 
photo shoot during the day, inviting 
all students who would like to be 
involved, and a keynote at 7:00 p.m. in 
the PUB Multi Purpose Room where 
students of all cultures, backgrounds 
and religions will be empowered to 
share their hopes and struggles with 
fellow Eagles.
Other events included a TedTalk 
about inner beauty on Oct. 20, and 
a Yoga and Yogurt event the evening 
of Oct. 20. The Circle of Sisterhood 
event will take place on Oct. 21 
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the 
Campus Mall.
Students can contact the SAIL 
office at (509) 359-7924 for more 
information.
news
Real Beauty Week 2015
EWU students kick off the year by crushing 
their insecurities
By Kalli Wolf | staff writer
Which activities are you going to participate in this 
Beauty week? Let us know @TheEasterner.
Stephanie Toro creating her plate 
(above) and Audel Rosas crushing his 
plate (below) | Photos by Melanie Flint
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Eagle Life
EWU students have the opportunity to be taught by a va-riety of professors, each with their own individual skills, knowledge and experiences. Geology professor John 
Buchanan is one who has had the chance to travel all over the 
world leading National Geographic-type expeditions. 
Buchanan, originally from Pennsylvania, attended Southern 
Illinois University for his undergrad and graduated with a 
B.S. in geology. He then went on to study at Colorado State 
University where he completed a M.S. in geology and a Ph.D. in 
Earth resources. 
Buchanan has always had a passion for geology; in 
fact, he mapped his first cave in the ninth grade as a part 
of a self-invented project. His map was submitted to the 
Pennsylvania Geological Survey by a previous teacher, and 
Buchanan received a letter thanking him for the files.
Upon graduating his Ph.D. program, Buchanan began 
searching through geological journals for employment options 
and applying for positions at several schools. He knew he 
wanted to be somewhere on the western side of the country 
due to the diversity of geographical surroundings. In the 
summer of 1984, he was invited to interview at EWU and has 
remained here ever since.
Buchanan said he has stayed at EWU for so long because 
he believes Spokane is a fantastic geographic hub. “If you draw 
a circle around Spokane of a day’s drive radius, it takes you up 
into the Canadian Rockies, it takes you out to the coast, it takes 
you down into the Great Basin, over to Glacier National Park, 
Yellowstone National Park and a lot of really great places in the 
Rocky Mountains,” said Buchanan.
In 2008, Buchanan was recruited by an adven-
ture travel company called Zegrahm Expeditions to 
guide trips around the world. He has headed trips 
on all seven continents and in nearly 50 countries. 
Currently, Buchanan is preparing for an Antarctic 
expedition, which will take place in February 
2016.  “This is going to be my first experience in 
Antarctica, and I am very excited,” said Buchanan.
This expedition will depart from Ushuaia, 
Argentina, by ship traveling out to the Falkland 
Islands, then South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands, 
then down to the Antarctic Peninsula. The expedition’s 
passengers will be observing the local wildlife such as penguins 
and elephant seals, and Buchanan will be lecturing about the 
geology of the islands.
The ship will sail into a caldera, a large volcanic crater, at 
Deception Island. Passengers will be able to go ashore for hiking 
and will be walking in Sir Ernest Shackleton’s footsteps, an 
Antarctic explorer who shipwrecked there in the early 1900s 
and managed to survive with all of his crew for a couple of years 
on the ice. The passengers will have the opportunity to visit the 
camp where Shackleton and his crew wintered and his grave site 
where he was later laid to rest. 
“This is just the nature of these trips, very natural history 
based,” Buchanan said. “It is basically like living in a National 
Geographic documentary for two to three weeks at a time.”
These expeditions are ship-based where participants are 
hiking with and observing wildlife during the day and sleeping 
on the ship at night. The ship is relatively small, sleeping 60 to 
80 passengers. 
During the expeditions, Buchanan drives a Zodiac, a 
small, inflatable boat powered by an outboard motor used 
to travel from the ship to shore, gives lectures, guides walks 
and shoots photography. 
Each year, Buchanan participates in two or three of these 
trips. He said he is fortunate enough to be able to take winter 
quarter and his regular summer quarter off in order to lead 
these trips each year. He takes winter off because it is the 
Southern Hemisphere’s summer and that is when trips to 
Antarctica take place. 
Buchanan said these experiences have truly shaped his 
teaching, as he uses the information he has gathered on his trips 
in class lectures. 
Since beginning these expeditions, Buchanan has been 
recruited by two more companies called Silver Sea and Apex 
Expeditions. Buchanan will continue to teach geology at EWU 
during fall and spring quarters and lead expeditions all over the 
world during summer and winter quarters. 
Buchanan said these experiences have made him truly live 
his life. He said he strongly recommends everyone get out there 
and do the same. 
Have any crazy adventures over the 
summer?  Let us know @TheEasterner.
“ It is basically like living in a 
National Geographic documentary 
for two to three weeks at a time.
John Buchanan | EWU geology professor
Geology professor travels the world
John Buchanan, Ph.D., talks about upcoming Antarctic trip
By Rosie Perry | staff writer
John Buchanan being interviewed in his office | Photo by Karissa Berg
PRSSA speed daters get professional advice | Photo By Karissa Berg
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Eagle Life
EWU is home to many clubs and organizations including a revitalized chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA). 
The PRSSA is a student-led branch of the broader 
Public Relations Society of America. The PRSSA’s goals 
are to provide students with the opportunity to hold 
leadership positions within the society, job shadow local 
professionals, apply for scholarships and have access to 
valuable, field-specific internships.
On Oct. 15, the club held its kickoff event, 
Speed Date Your Major. The hour-long event 
featured professionals from various jobs in the 
public relations field and gave students the chance 
to ask each of the professionals any questions they 
have about the field. 
EWU seniors Chapter President Morgan Willis and 
Vice President Emma Tilbury set up several tables and 
asked students to take a seat approximately four to a 
table. Each table was then joined by a professional and 
students were given 10 minutes to ask all the questions 
they could before time ran out and a new professional 
joined their table. 
Based on student feedback, this event was a 
complete success. Several students said they really 
enjoyed listening to the professionals. They also said 
they found it very helpful to to learn what types of jobs 
are available after graduation.
Junior Karla Godinez said she found this event 
extremely helpful because, as a transfer student, she is 
having a hard time deciding what field she wants to 
pursue. She said this event helped her see what is out 
there and what she has to look forward to.
Being able to talk to professionals from different 
facets of public relations made the event a success for 
junior Jemma Riedel. “It was really interesting meeting 
professionals who actually do what I want to do in the 
future,” she said.
Tilbury also enjoyed the event. “I found it very 
helpful just because there are so many different people 
from different parts of their career,” Tilbury said. “I 
think it’s interesting to learn where they are at and how 
they got there.”
This year, the PRSSA is focused on revamping the 
chapter and hopes to increase student interest in the 
organization. 
Later this quarter PRSSA will be hosting Jordan 
Carter, the media relations manager for Silverwood. 
The event will be a breakfast where students can come 
hear him speak and ask him any questions they may 
have. An exact date has not been nailed down as of yet.
Though the PRSSA is designed for public relations 
majors, the club is open to all majors and Willis said she 
encourages anyone to join because the club helps teach 
skills valuable to any job. 
Dive into the Professional 
Field with PRSSA
Rejuvenated PRSSA kicks off school year with Speed Date Your Major
By Rosie Perry | staff writer
PRSSA speed daters get professional advice | Photo By Karissa Berg
illistration by LinLin Xing
'Metal Gear Solid 5' review
Newest 'Metal Gear' installment may 
be best yet
By Chris Mudd | staff writer
“Metal Gear Solid 5” is not only the last “Metal Gear” game to be made by 
series creator Hideo Kojima, it may also be his finest work to date.
For over 20 years, the “Metal Gear” franchise has been a blockbuster series 
that  garners more and more attention with each release. While the story has 
been rightfully called convoluted and cliché, the overarching experience is one 
that is well worth investing time into.
For those unfamiliar with the story, jumping in on the fifth installment is 
guaranteed to be confusing at first, but the game does a decent job of putting 
even the newcomer at ease.
The player controls Snake – regarded by the in-game world as the greatest 
soldier to ever live – nine years after the events of “Metal Gear Solid V: Ground 
Zeroes,” which was released in 2014. Revenge and the lingering pain left from 
his experiences are principal themes in the game.
Kojima isn’t afraid to be an artist with video games; his departure from 
Konami, the “Metal Gear” publishing company, came during the closing 
months of the game’s development, but his touch is apparent to anyone familiar 
with his previous games. The player is forced to confront the long term effects 
of war, PTSD, use of child soldiers, and the power of race and language.  
One of the most impressive things about “Metal Gear Solid 5” is its depth. 
The main story plot is long on its own, but with the addition of side-quests a 
player can easily lose over 100 hours to the game. 
That being said, I still left the game feeling dissatisfied with the story. How 
much of this is due to the falling out between Kojima and Konami, we can 
never be sure.
While Kojima has been silent regarding his dispute with Konami, there 
are obvious consequences of this throughout the game — such as entire story 
arcs being left behind and an ending that seems rushed.
To be clear, the ending is still fantastic. It leaves the player with a lasting 
impression, begging them to start over from the beginning and decipher 
everything in the new context brought about by the game’s big twist; it just 
doesn’t seem to be a true ending.
Kojima is known for creative, over-the-top and secretive things in his 
games, so it’s possible that several months from now, new cutscenes and 
missions could spontaneously appear. I for one hope so, because I cannot get 
enough of this game.
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The JFK Library staff held the annual Oktoberfest from 5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. on Oct. 17. This com-munity event, which raises money for the library’s 
Collection Endowment fund, brought in hundreds of 
people to help support EWU students and faculty.
The library has been holding Oktoberfest annually 
since 2002. According to Oktoberfest coordinator 
Carol King, the event is not exactly a Oktoberfest 
celebration, but the name stuck after the first year. 
“We’ve been doing this for 13 years and the very first 
one was more of a traditional kind of Oktoberfest. We 
had brats and sauerkraut and beer and that kind of 
thing,” she said. 
Since then, there has been a different theme every 
year. Oktoberfest 2014 followed a cowboy theme, and 
before that the themes varied from “Galaxy Quest” 
to library treasure hunts. The themes are decided not 
only by a committee, but the Eastern community as a 
whole. As many as 15 different ideas are pitched by the 
Oktoberfest committee and the Eastern community is 
asked which one it would like to see.
This year the committee decided on Island Getaway 
and the JFK Library staff rose to the occasion, com-
pletely transforming the library to match. Guests could 
try their hands at wine bottle ring toss, dress up for the 
photo booth and enter in a raffle for a variety of prizes. 
The biggest events were the live and silent 
auctions, which featured thousands of dollars in items 
donated by various members of the community. “We 
start asking for donations in January and we have 
really cool donors that have given back year after 
year after year,” said King. Auction items ranged 
from books and gift baskets to Seahawks tickets and 
a seven-day trip to Maui. And amidst all the fun, an 
authentic Hawaiian dinner was provided by EWU 
Dining Services.
Throughout the night, dances were put on by 
members of EWU’s Hawaiian Club. Tamara Akau, 
Brittney Imade and Dana Ann Billena started off the 
performances around 7:30 p.m. Mahina Kuamo’o-Moli 
and Minoaka Kuamo’o-Moli were second to perform 
and Ryan Chun, Nick Huff and Ethan Lim finished 
off the night. According to Akau, King contacted their 
club through their advisor around mid-September to 
take part in Oktoberfest and every member who was 
able showed up to help with setup. The club also had 
a donation table at the event to raise money to support 
their club’s annual luau, which should be occurring 
sometime in the spring.
With this year’s Oktoberfest over, there are 
already preparations being made for next year’s event, 
and emails will be going out with potential ideas for 
community members to pick from within the next 
four or five months. “I know people have already 
been talking about potentially some sort of ‘Star 
Trek’ theme,” said King. 
Oktoberfest at the beach
After last year’s cowboy theme, the library shoots for a Maui feel.
By Allison Todd | staff writer
 Oktoberfest students, attendees and performers | Photo credit Melanie Flint
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‘Crimson Peak’ review
New del Toro movie ‘predictable’
By Joe Matthews | staff writer
Time to put your hands over your eyes, hide 
behind that popcorn and grab your man’s (or your 
lady’s) arm for comfort. At least that’s what most 
viewers might think going in to “Crimson Peak.” 
Trailers were a little misleading, and the time of year 
for the release might have thrown some people. With 
it being so close to All Hallows Eve and with trailers 
incorporating the “make you jump,” factor, Crimson 
Peak was a shoo-in for another great horror movie 
from Guillermo del Toro. Unfortunately for horror 
fans, “Crimson Peak” falls, quite poorly, into the 
gothic romance genre.
Starting off on the right foot, the film started by 
formally introducing us to Edith Cushing — played by 
Mia Wasikowska — a young writer who was pressured 
to write romance though she aspired to write ghost 
stories. Since she was a child she had been haunted 
by a ghost. The ghost always told her one thing: 
“Beware of Crimson Peak.” 
Following was Sir Thomas Sharpe, played by Tom 
Hiddleston, who had come to town to try to convince 
Edith’s father to invest in a clay mining machine, and 
in the process caught Edith’s eye. 
Without giving details, the first act concluded 
with Edith agreeing to marry Thomas and then being 
swept off to an old family estate in Northern England  
where Thomas can mine for clay. He told Edith that 
the clay will make the ground red, thus giving the 
land the name “Crimson Peak.” 
This is where the movie fell flat. It became ex-
tremely evident that this so-called love was based 
on deception. Once viewers began believing the 
love may have been fraudulent, the relationship 
got little viewer support. So for the last two-thirds 
of this two-hour movie viewers were asked to 
invest in a relationship no one particularly bought 
into in the first place.
Predictable – and at times downright stupid – the 
characters made the poor choices evident in most 
wannabe horror movies that leave viewers coming 
up with endless possibilities on how to avoid said 
situation.  When a terrifying ghost tells you numerous 
times to “beware of Crimson Peak,” it would probably 
be wise to oblige.  When unexplained deaths occur in 
your new house, you don’t stay there hoping it stops — 
you get the hell out. Again, stupidity occurs in most 
horror movies and even though this isn’t technically a 
horror movie, it still pertains. 
Though the movie itself was a letdown, the visuals 
and costumes were a highpoint. The rundown family 
mansion was a sight to behold and the Old English 
attire was beautiful. Unfortunately, it takes more than 
costume and set design to have a good movie.
Predictability was the main downfall in this 
movie; if it wasn’t as blatantly obvious as to how it 
would conclude, it would have been a decent watch. 
Regrettably, viewers might get more entertainment 
from betting on what they think is going to happen 
next than actually following the story. 
Take the movie’s advice: Beware of “Crimson Peak.”
Illustration by Rebecca Savinski
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Frictional Games has established itself 
as a leader in survival horror games in 
the past, and their latest foray may be 
their most ambitious to date. “SOMA” 
rivals some of the greatest works of science 
fiction and may be the greatest genre-de-
fining psychological thriller the video 
game community has seen in years.
Frictional’s previous installments in 
survival horror revolved around a classical 
spooky setting — a scary mansion where an 
evil, scary man does evil and scary things. 
In “SOMA,” the scariest part of the experi-
ence is the integrity of consciousness itself.
Hidden deep in the ocean, the 
Pathos-II facility harbors the remaining 
human life after an asteroid wiped most 
of it off the surface of the Earth. A 
cheery enough setting, except that the 
life on board the facility may not be as 
human as first thought.
In the universe of the game, human 
cognizance has become digitized. A 
person’s brain can be scanned, copied 
and implanted into a machine. In the 
first sections of the game, I found myself 
holding conversations with a conveyor 
belt. It was entertaining at first, even 
funny, but as I got closer and closer to the 
end of the game, I found myself becoming 
quite uneasy.
The primary enemy of the game is a 
corrupted artificial intelligence that man-
ifests itself by infecting the robots, and 
even some humans, in the facility with 
some form of organic oil. These half-hu-
man, half robot abominations roam the 
halls, always on the hunt for the player.
While the monsters are freaky, and 
some even downright disturbing, the 
impact of the game psychologically is 
staggering. For days after completing it, I 
was forced to consider what consciousness 
really is. If your mind was in a robot, was 
it still human? Were you still you?
Beyond the excellent execution of 
psychological horror, the sound design in 
“SOMA” is unmatched. You never stop 
feeling the pressure of the ocean looming 
on you, and the pained and forced screams 
of the monsters are never far away.
The lasting impression the game made 
on me is well worth the price. If you are 
the kind of person who likes to think on 
abstract psychological concepts, I can’t 
recommend “SOMA” enough.
‘SOMA’ review
Frictional’s new game sets horror standard
By Chris Mudds | staff writer
Illustration by Rebecca Savinski 
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Finally, somebody said it: “The Amer-ican people are sick and tired of hearing about your damn emails.” 
During the first of the democratic 
debates, presidential candidate Bernie 
Sanders let everyone know how he 
felt about the controversy surrounding 
Hillary Clinton’s personal emails. With more important 
issues going in our country right now, he believes we 
should not still be concerned with Clinton’s emails. 
“I go around the country, talk to a whole lot of people. 
Middle class in this country is collapsing. We have 27 
million people living in poverty. We have massive wealth 
and income inequality. Our trade policies have cost us 
millions of decent jobs. The American people want to 
know whether we are going to have a democracy or an 
oligarchy as a result of Citizens Union. Enough of the 
emails. Let’s talk about the real issues facing America,” 
Sanders said during the debate.
Shutting down all future questions he might get 
asked pertaining to the emails, Sanders has opened up 
new discussions on how his statement might affect his 
chances in the race.  Thoughts are circulating that this 
might be a disadvantage to him because he won’t be able 
to hold that against her, but what Sanders really did was 
let us know he isn’t here for the drama — he is here to 
better our country.
Arising in March of 2015, the hullabaloo over 
Clinton’s private emails has been a hot topic for dis-
cussion among all the candidates. Clinton was found to 
have used a personal email account on a non-government 
server while conducting official business during her time 
as United States secretary of state. Donald Trump said 
he believes she should drop out of the race because of it. 
With so much attention being paid to the emails, the real 
issues were forgotten and that’s what Sanders reminded 
us of. 
With his polls climbing to new heights, Sanders’ 
comments should push him even higher. He is over the 
issue and thinks everyone else should be too. Stating 
more important topics we need to consider, he let us 
know that what Clinton does on her own time shouldn’t 
be a concern. What we should be concerned about is what 
is actually going on in our country. 
 The incident occurred several months ago, and still 
nothing incredibly vital has turned up in her deleted 
emails. It should not still be coming up, whether people 
are coming to Clinton’s aid or not. 
“ The American people 
want to know whether we’re 
going to have a democracy 
or an oligarchy as a result of 
Citizens Union. Enough of the 
emails. Let’s talk about the 
real issues facing America.
–Bernie Sanders, Democratic presidental candidate
Now, I’m not advocating for Clinton; I believe what 
she did was wrong. However, like Sanders said, there 
is so much more that we need to be focusing on. With 
poverty, job loss and still a great deal going on in the 
Middle East, Clinton’s emails should not be a main 
priority. We need to stop directing our attention to 
things she might have said in the past and start focusing 
on where she and other candidates stand on issues that 
are of greater concern.  
Do you feel the media should focus on 
more relevant issues? Let us know on 
twitter @TheEasterner.
Opinion op-ed
Sanders sick of Clinton’s emails
Democratic candiate speaks his mind on Clinton’s email scandal
By Joe Matthews | staff writer
Bernie Sanders speaking at town meeting in Phoenix, Arizona  | Photo contributed by Gage Skidmore
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Handless Scooters: 
Do you even hover?
By Samuel Deal | opinion editor
Potential tax on carbon 
emissions
California legislation plots path to 
greener climate, Washington follows
By Samuel Deal | opinion editor
California Governor Jerry Brown signed Senate Bill 350 into law Oct. 7. It is now time for Washington state to follow suit.
Also known as The Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act 
of 2015, the bill aims to greatly reduce the state’s environmental 
impact. The bill originally included cutting petroleum use in half, 
but after heavy opposition, that provision was removed.
Although ravaged of its oil reduction policy, the bill sets a new 
precedent for energy production with a goal of half of the state’s 
electricity set to come from renewable sources by 2030, while 
simultaneously doubling standards for energy efficiency. 
With the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change set to commence in a little over a month, California’s 
aggressive plan to reduce emissions will surely be a topic of 
discussion.
Washington state would be smart to follow Brown’s push and 
move to improve its own policy on climate change.
This past year we’ve seen firsthand the effects of rising global 
temperatures in the Evergreen State, obviously displayed in the 
unprecedented drought and the worst fire season on record.
The Washington State Department of Ecology recently began 
working on a cap – a limit – for the state’s largest producers of 
greenhouse gases. This follows the EPA’s Clean Power Plan, which 
aims to regulate carbon emissions from power plants.  
These new federal rules have come under heavy scrutiny as a 
dozen states have already sued the EPA, accusing the government 
agency of exceeding its authority. 
Washington is not one of these states.
Multiple initiatives for taxing carbon emissions appear to be 
headed for our 2016 state ballot.
Initiative 732, compiled by non-partisan campaign Carbon 
Washington, aims to encourage the use of renewable energy while 
simultaneously lowering sales tax by taxing producers of carbon 
emissions. I-732 has received over 270,000 signatures.
Another organization, Alliance for Jobs and Clean Energy, 
claims they will be putting the finishing touches on a proposal by 
the end of this year and will begin to gather signatures in early 2016.
Either measure, if passed, would make Washington the first 
state to tax carbon emissions.
These groups show Washington voters are ready to bring 
climate change to the forefront ending the undying passivity 
of lawmakers.
Over 100 years ago in 1908, then-President Teddy Roosevelt 
said, “We have become great because of the lavish use of our 
resources. But the time has come to inquire seriously what will 
happen when our forests are gone, when the coal, the iron, the 
oil and the gas are exhausted, when the soils have still further 
impoverished and washed into the streams, polluting the rivers, 
denuding the fields and obstructing navigation.”
That time is now. Finally.
What’s the deal with handless scooters on campus?
You know, the self-balancing, two-
wheeled, motorized crafts that are rapidly 
changing our commute through campus. 
It is not an effective form of transportation 
and equally as ridiculous as Segway PT’s.
Yep, that’s right; you aren’t cooler than everyone because 
you dropped 300 plus dollars on a handless Segway. Bikes 
and longboards must just be too mainstream for you.
Is laziness to a point where perfectly capable people can’t 
just walk between classes? 
When campus is crowded, you can’t even ride those 
things, and walking around with them slung over your 
shoulder isn’t badass — you just look like a 12 year old 
with a Razor scooter. OK, we all wanted to be that 
person, but that was 10 years ago.
I will admit I have never been on such a scooter; 
however, I can imagine the reward is nowhere near the risk, 
and a quick fail search on YouTube supports my claim.
Watching you cruise through campus on your hover-
board, it is clear that the balancing act necessary to operate 
your vehicle does not justify abandoning the strenuous 
undertaking that is walking.
When you’re rolling over the rough edges of campus, 
please remember that all eyes are on you — which I’m 
sure was the initial intention — and every one of those 
eyes is hoping for an epic spinout that concludes with you 
getting a face full of concrete.
I contemplate letting my inner “Big Daddy” out every 
time I get stuck behind one of you. If only large tree branch-
es were more readily available.
There also seems to be a contingent of athletes on 
campus who’ve become hooked on the hover revolution. 
Why would you risk a scholarship just to ride a little scooter 
around? On another note, being an athlete is like a full time 
job without getting paid, and those scooters are pretty costly.
Finally, if you do find the need to scoot around campus,  
please put your phone away. It is tough enough to motorize 
through the mall when it is crowded, but bringing your 
phone into the equation is just a safety hazard.
Plus, it slows you down and creates an even more chaotic 
traffic jam.
I mean, c’mon, what’s the deal?
Illustration by Linlin Xing
Illustration by Linlin Xing
Opinion
WHAT’S THE DEAL?!
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When you need urgent care, view wait times at our six locations and check in 
online. Just answer a few easy questions, pick a time that works for you, and 
we’ll save your spot. We can even send you a text when it’s time to show up. 
Visit RockwoodClinic.com/UrgentCare to check in and 
skip the wait.
Make your urgent care wait  
as short as possible. 
Reserve your spot now.
Check in here. Skip here.
If your symptoms worsen or you believe you are experiencing an emergency, please call 911 or go to the nearest Emergency Department as soon as possible.
87509_ROCK_ClockwiseMD_5_563x10c.indd   1 10/5/15   5:45 PM
Community
Presenting the 2015 
Easterner redesign
A new age for EWU journalism
By William Hayden | contractor
When I started working at The Easterner in September of 2014, I realized there was something special about the newsroom. Our writers told some compelling stories, illustrators created some beautiful pieces 
and the staff showed some great teamwork — something I grew to miss when I 
graduated at the end of the school year. There was one thing, however, that always 
bugged me as a Visual Communication Design major: Why was not the paper in a 
tabloid format?
I asked my editor-in-chief this question on my first day of training as a page 
designer, more out of curiosity than anything else. To me, the broadsheet format 
just seemed like a cumbersome approach to delivering information to the readers. 
In reality, no one wants to have a two-and-a-half foot, square sheet of paper that 
crinkles anytime you want to shift your eyes or turn the page. After leaving the 
topic alone for almost a year, it came as a shock to me when, in early September, 
the new editor-in-chief, Eric Long, asked to contract me for a redesign of the paper.
Ecstasy filled my mind as the opportunity arose, and I pounced on it without 
a moment’s notice. This was the opportunity I was hoping for all year; it was a 
chance to scrap the odd type choices and hundreds of strokes that plague the 
standard newspaper. So, without further ado, I’m proud to say The Easterner has 
entered a new era of its life. 
So what’s new besides the overall redesign? Well to start, the type of articles 
being printed are changing in some interesting ways. Sports is going to feature 
more informative “hard recaps” where we break down what’s really important to 
you, the reader. News will be experiencing a change in how stories are written as 
well, focusing more on the major events taking place in the area with longer, more 
indepth articles. Lastly, Community will no longer be the dumping ground for 
jumped articles. We want the section to mean something more personal, so we are 
giving Police Beat its own dedicated location, as well as tweaking some of the other 
items in the section.
The Easterner is going through a big change; it’s growing up into what it 
needs to be to better serve its readers. Huge stories are on the rise, and this 
new format will be just what the paper needs to be to deliver the best stories 
it can. Enjoy the new redesign, and let us know what you think of our new, 
grown-up paper.
Photo by William Hayden
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Community
By Claire Simpson | art director
October 12, 10:53 p.m.
Alcohol
Two intoxicated students were found behind Streeter Hall and 
referred to Student Rights and Responsibilities.
October 13, 9:22 a.m.
Forgery
A counterfeit $20 bill was found in one of the bookstore registers. 
There are no leads or suspects.
October 14, 12:10 a.m.
Alcohol
Three students were referred to Student Rights and Responsibilities 
after they were found intoxicated in Morrison Hall.
October 15, 5:35 p.m.
WeApons oFFense
A resident of Morrison Hall expressed concern when they noticed a 
fellow resident in possession of an aftermarket taser. The weapon was 
seized.
October 16, 10:30 p.m.
Alcohol
Five students who were caught drinking in Brewster Hall were 
referred to Student Rights and Responsibilities.
October 17, 3 p.m.
WeApons oFFense
It was reported that a resident of snyamncut Hall had large knives in 
their possession. Officers searched the room and found marijuana in 
addition to the knives. The individual was arrested.
October 17, 11:52 p.m.
Alcohol
The roommate of a highly intoxicated resident of snyamncut Hall 
called the police out of concern for the resident’s health. The individ-
ual was vomiting uncontrollably, and medical personnel transported 
them to Deaconess Hospital.
October 18, 2:30 a.m.
BurglAry
There was a break-in at Showalter Hall. The perpetrator had pulled 
a fire extinguisher down from the wall and sprayed the contents up 
and down a third-floor hallway. It is unknown how they entered the 
building, and there are no leads or suspects.
Police Beat
Illustration by Linlin Xing
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EWU women’s soccer drops to 5-2
Eagles beat Lumberjacks, lose to Thunderbirds
By Brandon Cline | sports editor
For the second-straight week, the Eastern Washington women’s soccer team split a pair of matches, beating Northern Arizona University on Oct. 16 and falling to 
Southern Utah University on Oct. 18. 
The Eagles started conference play 4-0 and have dropped 
two of their last three matches, each by one goal. With three 
matches remaining before the Big Sky conference tourna-
ment, the Eagles sit alone in third place in the standings 
with 15 points, needing just a draw to clinch a playoff berth.
The Eagles defeated the Northern Arizona Lumberjacks 
4-2 in the first match of the week, scoring three goals in the 
first half. The third goal came with just seconds left in the 
half, when Delaney Romero put away a cross from Savannah 
Hoekstra, putting the Eagles up 3-0.
The Eagles would not come close to relinquishing the 
lead, going up 4-0 in the second half before the Lumberjacks 
tacked on two late goals. Chloe Williams, Jenny Chavez, 
Tasha Luu and Romero each scored for the Eagles, with 
Williams assisting on two goals as well.
“We looked extremely sharp and were very good going 
forward. ... We scored some great goals and looked good in 
possession and I thought our back line and goal keeping was 
very good,” said head coach Chad Bodnar.
The Eagles wouldn’t be as efficient two days later, where 
they fell to the Southern Utah Thunderbirds, 1-0. The Eagles 
dropped to 5-2 in the Big Sky, while Southern Utah kept its 
playoff hopes alive, moving to 2-4-1 in conference play.
The lone goal of the match came from the Thunderbirds’ 
Logan Harker, unassisted while breaking away from the 
defense early in the second half. 
The Eagles had 10 shots on goal but failed to find 
the back of the net, while the Thunderbirds had just 
six shots on goal and were able to capitalize once for a 
match-winning goal. Williams and Luu each finished 
with three shots on goal apiece. 
“There is no excuse for our performance at home today,” 
said Bodnar. I obviously didn’t prepare our group well 
enough to get the result we should’ve gotten in a conference 
game at home. I need to do a better job. We will learn from 
it and continue the path forward.”
What’s Next: The Eagles make the trek to Greeley, Colorado, 
for a match against Northern Colorado University on Oct. 23 at 6 
p.m. The Eagles have a quick turnaround after the match, return-
ing home to Cheney for an Oct. 25 tilt against the University of 
North Dakota. The match is scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.
Sports
(Counterclockwise from 
top) Jenny Chavez, Delaney 
Romero, Laci Rennaker 
and Chloe Williams at 
Southern Utah University | 
Photos contributed  
by goeags.com
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Sports
Volleyball drops to 7-1
Team defeats Bobcats then 
falls to Grizzlies
By Brandon Cline | sports editor
All good things eventually come to an end. 
After defeating the Montana State Bobcats on 
Oct. 15, the EWU women’s volleyball team fell for 
the first time in conference play two days later, in 
five sets to the Montana Grizzlies. 
The Eagles sit at 7-1 in Big Sky play, in first 
place and two games clear of the second place 
Idaho Vandals in the North Division. With the 
Idaho State Bengals losing over the weekend as 
well, no undefeated teams remain in the Big Sky. 
Final Score: Eastern 
Washington University 
defeats Montana State 
University, 16-25, 25-23, 
25-23, 25-8.
What It Means: The Eagles moved to 
7-0 in conference play, while the Bobcats fell 
to 1-6. The four-set win extended the Eagles’ 
winning streak to eight matches.
Turning Point: After winning two close 
sets to go up 2-1 in the match, the Eagles 
started the fourth set on a 5-0 run, en route to 
winning the set, 25-8, closing out the match.
Key Statistics: Senior Allie Schumacher 
led the Eagles with 14 kills, while Alexis 
Wesley tallied eight kills and nine blocks. 
Chloe Weber had seven kills and a .467 hitting 
percentage, with Ryann Ensrud pacing the 
Eagles in digs with 12. 
What They Said: “It took us a long 
time to find our rhythm tonight. We started 
off slow and made a few uncharacteristic 
mistakes,” said head coach Michael King. 
“Montana State deserves a lot of credit for 
their performance tonight. Once we found our 
rhythm, things started to click, and we started 
to play with that fire and focus we’ve displayed 
in the past.”
What’s Next: The Eagles stay on the road for two more matches, taking on the 7-1 Idaho State Bengals in 
Pocatello, Idaho, on Oct. 22 and the 1-7 Weber State Wildcats in Ogden, Utah, on Oct. 24. Both matches are 
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
Final Score: University 
of Montana defeats Eastern 
Washington University, 19-25, 
25-21, 22-25, 25-16, 20-18.
What It Means: The Eagles’ conference 
record goes to 7-1, while the Grizzlies notched 
their first conference win of the season, 
improving to 1-7. 
Turning Point: The Eagles held a 13-9 lead 
in the fifth and deciding set, needing just two 
more points to stay undefeated in conference. 
The Grizzlies ensued to reel off five straight 
points and ended up winning the set, 20-18. 
Key Statistics: The Eagles’ hit percent-
age in the second set was just .044, as they 
failed to capitalize on a low percentage set 
from the Grizzlies, who hit just .075. The 
Eagles were 9-0 on the season when winning 
the first two sets and they move to 11-1 on the 
season after winning the first set of a match. 
Ensrud had 38 digs in the match, third- 
most all-time in a match in EWU’s Division I 
history. Senior Ana Jakovljevic tallied 17 kills, 
while the Grizzlies’ Hannah Sackett recorded 
a match-high 31 kills. The Eagles had just 
four blocks on the night, while the Grizzlies 
finished with 11.5.
What They Said: “Tonight was one 
of those nights where it was tough to get a 
rhythm going offensively,” said King. “We 
didn’t put enough pressure on Montana from 
the service line and they were able to run their 
offense well.”
(From top down) Alexis Stephenson, Ua Ruedy and Chloe Williams at Northern Arizona 
University | photos contributed by goeags.com
Jessica Gilbert (left) and Alexis Wesley (right) at home 
against Montana State | photo contributed by goeags.com
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The eighth-ranked Eastern Washington Ea-gles extended their winning streak to four games on Oct. 17 with a 45-28 win at Idaho 
State University. 
Eastern responded to an early score by Idaho 
State by pulling a trick play out of their sleeve, as 
wide receiver Cooper Kupp found quarterback Jordan 
West for a 24-yard touchdown. 
“That’s difficult for any team to cover, because 
you don’t account for the quarterback coming out 
late,” said head coach Beau Baldwin. “We just 
saw something on video that he might come free, 
especially when eyes get on Kupp on the reverse. We 
committed to calling it early, that was the key.”
On a day where Kupp had his first career touch-
down pass, yet another EWU record came crashing 
down as Kupp hauled in his 254th career catch, 
breaking the previous record held by Eric Kimble.
The offense was able to get the passing game going 
again as Jordan West finished the game 29-46 passing 
for 323 yards and three touchdowns. Kupp continued 
his dominance of Big Sky defenses by hauling in 14 
catches for 161 yards and two touchdowns. Kendrick 
Bourne added 10 catches for 102 yards.
On the defensive side of the ball, things started 
to click for a young Eagles unit that forced four 
turnovers, highlighted by a 25-yard interception 
return for a touchdown in the second quarter from 
captain Todd Raynes. 
“I loved that so many people were talking and 
our defense was listening that the first team to eight 
touchdowns was going to win,” said Baldwin.
The defense was led by linebackers Jake Gall 
and Miquiyah Zamora, who had 15 and 7 tackles, 
respectively, while freshman Ketner Kupp added 6 
tackles and an interception.
“Our defense didn’t think that would be the 
case and came out and played great football. 
We were led by our defense in this game – it’s a 
very good Idaho State team and offense, and our 
defense came to play.”
The Eagles remained unbeaten in Big Sky play, 
posting a 4-2 overall record. 
What’s Next: The Eagles travel to Greeley, Colorado 
to take on the Northern Colorado Bears on Oct. 24. 
The Bears are 2-2 in conference play and 4-4 overall 
on the season. Kickoff is currently scheduled for 12:35 
p.m. You can follow us @EasternerSports on Twitter 
for updates throughout the game and the rest of the 
season. 
Sports
Cooper Kupp (above), 
Miquiyah Zamora 
(bottom left), Kendrick 
Bourne (below) and 
Malcom Williams 
Jr.(right) | Photo’s 
contributed by  
GoEags.com
EWU football 4-2 overall
Eagles win four-straight games
By TJ Moulton | contributing writer
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CREATED TO SERVE. 
BUILT TO PERFORM.
1The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest 
average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return 
for eligible funds over the three-year period ended 11/30/12, 
11/30/13, and 11/30/14 respectively. TIAA-CREF was 
ranked among 36 fund companies in 2012 and 48 fund 
companies in 2013 and 2014 with at least fi ve equity, fi ve
bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios. Past performance 
does not guarantee future results. For current performance
and rankings, please visit the Research and Performance
section on tiaa-cref.org. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional
Services, LLC, Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.,
and Nuveen Securities, LLC, members FINRA and SIPC, 
distribute securities products. ©2015 Teachers Insurance
and Annuity Association of America–College Retirement 
Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, 
NY 10017. C24849B
Consider investment objectives, risks, charges 
and expenses carefully before investing. Go to 
tiaa-cref.org for product and fund prospectuses
that contain this and other information. Read 
carefully before investing. TIAA-CREF funds are 
subject to market and other risk factors.
The Lipper Awards are based on a review of 36 companies’ 2012 
and 48 companies’ 2013 and 2014 risk-adjusted performance.
1
TIAA-CREF: Lipper’s Best Overall Large Fund 
Company 1 three years in a row. For the fi rst time 
ever. How? Our disciplined investment strategy aims to 
produce competitive risk-adjusted returns that create 
long-term value for you. Just what you’d expect from 
a company that’s created to serve and built to perform.
Learn more about our unprecedented, award-winning 
performance at TIAA.org/Perform
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.
OUR FUNDS 
HAVE A RECORD
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The Easterner is the student-run newspaper at Eastern 
Washington University. We print a weekly publication and 
continuously update our website (easterneronline.com).
The mission of The Easterner is to inform the students, faculty, 
staff and nearby residents of Eastern Washington University of 
the governance, activities and views of the campus while 
providing a learning environment for students interested in 
journalism and related fields.
We are currently hiring writers and 
copy editors.
Apply for a position through EagleAXIS today!
For questions and more information, contact 
easterner.me@gmail.com
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